Problem Statement
Naïve Intention

Despite the current confusion, there are buildings and there are representations of

delight) of a vast repository of vegetal memory (i.e. books). Under the assumption that

buildings. The former is a physical construction (a material object in a certain place) and the

following a total takeover of digital data, important human knowledge carefully printed

latter a visual construction (or an intellectual apparatus) “about” that physical construction.

on precious volumes will be turned into a collection of rare items (almost with the status

Of course, there are also representations of sheer architectonic ideas, of unbuildable utopic

of a work of art). This massive accumulation of weighty but fragile paper will no longer be

statements.

stored in dense metropolitan epicenters, where media techs and civic hubs are the political
fountains of open-source. The otherwise central social and urban role of the library, for the

A rather pictorial concern that implies the fixed position of an individual observer

purpose of the project’s inquiry, has been displaced to a marginal place.

who defines the horizon for a vanishing point; a single target far from any reach, the very
endpoint for a virtual extension into infinity (or perhaps the actual confirmation of our own

A priceless collection is the heroic destination of a long journey to the end of the

incapacity to see further). All the opposite of experiencing a real building (which is

world. The building is a confined monolith, a concrete shed, containing a predominant

immediate, progressive, dynamic and multiple) but the precise tool to depict a structure that

massive and grandiose interior, a reverberating magnitude not only with the vast natural

can only collapse in its own disproportionate scale (so asymmetrically extended, tediously

surrounding landscape but with the voluntary seclusion of its eccentric inhabitants.

repetitive and rationally hierarchical). The perfect setting, an optical illusion going nowhere,
to explore the possibilities for an elusive habitat in a desolate and remote location. This
canvas serves to invent a visual system, which can transcend the physical space.
This studio is a research on spatial depth by extruding a rather simple but theatrical
section. The project develops a large horizontal building for the temporary custody (and

Design Concept
Stepped Library

Since the book here is celebrated in its physicality, this library distinguishes a

of slopes have accessed at their meeting points, connecting them to the building platforms.

relationship between an individual and the book as a part of a whole entity of knowledge.

Here, amenities and community spaces on the ground floor sit underneath accommodations

As opposed to digital information, we wanted to create an unpredictable and infinite

and study spaces on the above floors.

experience of encountering that knowledge.
We were interested in a way in which through form, we were able to generate a
Such encounter is possible through forming an open landscape within the library.

system with various amenable spatial relations. The project provoked conversations about

The terrain of books provides a freedom of wandering among books. The visitor may access

how the users would feel, use the space, what would their possible routes look like. The

any point of the space through innumerable ways, and therefore her experience of

form we chose contained ideas that we had to only discover and add to. Starting from a line

approaching can always be different.

of a meeting table at the feet of the mirrored landscape of books, people can experience a
gradation of the journey to the distanced, separated top, to openings on the floors of long

The shape of the stepped platform generates three different conditions within
the building. The inside edge of the platform is mirrored to create an enclosed grandiose,

terraces, serving as separators and navigators through the private live, as well as skylights to
the level below.

monolithic, reading room. The outside edge connects semi-exterior spaces, filtered by rows
of columns, with the surrounding environment. Between those conditions exists a habitat

In most possible ways we could, we were exploring this silent language, which

for the private and communal activities. This threshold was important to us because it

everyone understands. Manipulating architectural form was important for organizing and

reflects the nature of the stepped form which imposes a hierarchy within different

enhancing the ritual of the daily life and to elevating the sense of the place in an

programs. The reading room is a journey from intimate, proportionally narrow meeting

increasingly confusing world.

point at the bottom, to a distanced tranquil top level of the landscape of books. These series

Inventory; Sculptural Columns
Research on the sculptural possibilities of one of the basic structural element of a building: the column. The
study was be based on an open selection of distant and totally decontextualized cases. Columns are carefully
reinvented as a column by altering the proportion of its parts such as base, shaft, capital, decoration.

Library at the End of the World
Collections are preserved inside of the long proportioned library at the end of the world like an ark. Visitors have
to have long journeys to get to the library to encounter books. The mental attitude of visitors in this library are
different from daily users in community libraries.

Ground floor plan

Third floor plan

Fourth floor plan

Fifth floor plan

Landscape of Books
There are thousands of ways to reach one book and people read the book differently depends on how they met it.
The landscape of books generates unexpected encounter with books.

Layered and Stepped Form
Platforms are supported by top-rounded column so that it looks lighter than it is; almost oating and free from the
gravity. Also, the row of columns creating layered depth on the facade.

ellemet as a Whole
From the stair steps to the bookshelf to the floor height to the building height, small elements logically merged
into larger scale unit. It is also possible to see every order of elements for the perspective.

Section D - D’

Section D - D’

Section E - E’

East Elevation

ellemet as a Whole
A row of columns creates a layered envelope of the building which provides shade, half exterior space and visual
depth of the building. It operates as the connotative connection between interior space and nature opposed to the
direct exposure of reading room.

Porous layer of Threshold
Narrow openings are connecting library space to another side of the building. It is a threshold in between water and
oil. Openings are thin layers of threshold but it brings extensive transition.

Section A - A’

Section C - C’

